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ABSTRACT
Luehmann, Mark Timothy. MSEE, Purdue, University, December 1991. Data 
Structures and Sparcity in a Digital Simulation of an HVDC Link. Major 
Professor: Chee-Mun Ong.
An earlier algorithm for the detatiled simulation of the High Voltage Direct 
Current (HVDC) link using the tensor approach was modified to improve the 
runtime speed. The runtime, approximately eleven percent that of the original 
algorithm, was improved by employing sparsity techniques, restructuring the 
state matrix, and condensing subroutines. The readability of the code was 
accomplished by a modular programming approach. This research was done for a 
two-terminal simulation, but could be expanded and modified to include multi- 
terminal simulations.
CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
This thesis documents a time efficient and modular approach to simulate a 
detailed model of an HVDC system. Time savings was achieved by employing 
sparsity techniques and by taking advantage of the structure of the state equation 
coefficient matrix. Modularity was employed to allow for better readability and 
for ease of future maintenance of the program. These implementations enhance 
the program’s use as a tool in future research.
1.1 Brief History of HVDC Developments
Direct current was the basis of early discoveries and applications in 
electricity. Early scientists Galvani, Volta, Ohm, and Ampere worked with and 
described electricity in terms of direct current. The early applications of power 
transmission included those by Thomas Edison, who, using DC power, was the 
first in the world to build a central power station on Pearl Street in New York 
City. Two primary developments promoted the growth of Alternating Current 
transmission over DC transmission. The first of these was the induction machine 
which became a less expensive, reliable workhorse. The second the transformer. 
Although direct current applications were almost completely superceded by other 
forms of energy, it was still used in some applications, one of which was long 
distance power transmission. The use of DC power in transmission stemmed from
lower line losses. The early HVDC systems used DC generators, frequently hydro 
powered, connected in series to boost the voltage to a transmission level. In 1903, 
Peter Cbbper Hewitt invented the mercury-arc rectifier thus enabling the use of 
AC generation for DC transmission. By the 1930’s a control grid had been added 
to the arc valves, and the first HVDC line had been built by the New York Power 
and Light Corporation and General Electric. In the 1940’s AC-DC links were 
being used in steel mills to convert power between 25Hz and 60Hz operating 
frequencies. In 1954, the first commercial HVDC line was built for 20 miles of 
underwater power transmission between the Swedish mainland and Gotland. By 
the mid-1980’s, there were about 26 HVDC systems operating in the world with 
eight more being built. This growth in HVDC was due to the replacement of 
mercury-arc valves with much cheaper, more reliable, solid state thyristors in the 
1970’s[l]. The new thyristors, sometimes referred to as Silicon Controlled 
Rectifiers (SCR), made HVDC an economic feasibility for over-land applications 
longer than 400 miles and for underwater applications longer than 20 miles [2].
1.2 Simulation Techniques for the HVDC Systems
The designers of HVDC systems needed tools for the initial design and the 
analysis of the systems. The first method developed was a scaled down version of 
the actual system. Muchinformation could be obtained, but the ability to modify 
the test system parameters was very difficult [3]. These scaled models were also 
expensive to build.
3Another method of simulation, developed later, utilized the analog 
computer. This type of detailed simulation gave good results for investigations 
lasting up to about one second of real time [4]. As the analog simulations often 
did not employ a canonical representation of the system equations, it was 
cumbersome to change the structure of the system[3]. A variation of the analog 
simulation simulation was developed to modularize the system. Called a "parity 
simulation," it was configured to have topological parity with test system. With 
this technique, the KTVDC system and the model were divided into common 
segments so that parameters could be more easily modified [5].
1.2.1 Digital Simulations
With the development of digital computers, new methods were developed to 
model HVDC systems. This exploration was done because digital computers 
offered the flexibility to simulate different system parameters. The digital 
simulations were developed for extensive evaluation of new and existing HVDC
systems. Some of the applications of the digital simulation include:
• examination of system disburances[6],
• development of new control schemes[7,8,9],
• study of expanded multiterminal systems [10,11,12],
• minimization of transmission losses[13],
• enhancement of load studies[l4], and
• examination of bulk transfer.
Depending on the study, different types of models may be employed. Some 
models were developed to study long term transients; other models were 
developed to examine short term transients. The accuracy of an average value
model is often sufficient for a long term transient study, whereas a detailed model 
provides a more refined view used for short term transient studies.
A particular representation of the system should he based on the type of 
study which must be done. There are models which vary between the extremes of 
expressing the entire HVDC system as a load and emulating the converter circuit 
in detail. The models could be divided into two subheadings - average models 
and detailed models. The average models vary in detail from a steady state load
to the inclusion of the converter controls. Some of these models include:
• the steady-state load model(l5]
• the varying load model[l5]
• the load model with steady-state DC control[15]
• the quasi-steady-state model[l6j
• the refined quasi-steady-state model [17]
More refined models use a combination of a dynamic control scheme and DC
circuit response with the steady state converter model. These models are all 
simulated using an average Value model of the converter. Another method is to 
model both the converter and DC system in detail. This type of model is needed 
to perform a variety of studies including those related to harmonics and short 
term transients. A detailed model of the HVDC link presents^ difficulties in 
simulating the changing topologies of the converters.
li2.2J DetailedSimulation
Detailed digital simulations of HVDC Systems require a close tracking of the 
topology of each converter in the system so the describing differential equations 
correctly reflect the converter topology. The formation of the correct set of
differential equations presents the primary difficulty in this approach.
The formation of the converter state equations can be done in a number of 
ways, One method is to predict every converter topology for all conditions[18,19]. 
The state equations which describe each of the topologies are stored in memory 
and implemented during the simulation as required. This method is costly from a 
memory point of view because of the large number of possible converter 
topologies including those which reflect abnormal conditions imposed on the 
converter. Although ample memory is available in disk form, more time is 
required to access the information from disk than from random access memory 
(RAM). Thus, the large number of circuit topologies which must be saved may 
also cause slower run times due to the accessing time of the information.
Another method of implementation is to use a fixed topology method. 
When a thyristor is on, the resistance of that thyristor is very low; when a 
thyristor is off, the resistance of that thyristor is very high. This method is used 
in many applications such as SPICE and GRAYCE [20]. It is applicable for cases 
in which a circuit topology changes only slightly or when the simulation is 
intended for general circuit applications. This method of simulating switching 
does not work well when there is too great a difference between the on and off 
resistances used for the thyristors. If the magnitude of the difference becomes too 
large, the state matrix which describes the circuit becomes stiff. The 
mathematical model may not be numerically stable, or an implicit integration 
routine may be necessary to retain a sufficiently large region of stability [20].
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Another approach is to use a general method to form a set of independent 
equations that accurately reflect the instantaneous topology of the system. In this 
approach a new set of converter state equations would be developed each time the 
states of the thyristors change* There have been multiple methods developed to 
form the set of describing equations. One method uses the formation of a tree 
based on a predetermined hierarchy. In this method, zero-current sources are 
substituted for non-conducting thyristors, and zero-voltage sources are 
substituted for conducting thyristors [21].
A similar approach implements Kron reduction to simulate the model[12]. 
The original set of converter equations is set up as if all of the thyristors were 
conducting. This method reduces the describing equations to only the 
independent equations for the present converter topology based on knowledge of 
the thyristor states. This approach employs a general method of obtaining an 
independent set of equations not restricted to predetermined converter 
t6pologies[22]. This approach of modelling the converter was selected for this 
project.
Petailed models have been used in the development of other digital 
simulations. Hybrid simulations use the average value models to simulate the
system for long term DC transients and the detailed model for the short term1J
more immediate transients. Recently, parallel processing ideas have been used to 
digitally simulate the HVDC system in real-time[3].
1.3 Motivation
A flexible, time efficient HVDC simulation tool was desirable for reducing 
analysis time. A working program was developed in the mid 1980’s that used the 
tensor analysis method to simulate an HVDC system[l2]. It was subsequently 
expanded to be compatible with the Electromagnetic Transient Program 
(EMPT)[10,23]. Using the methods developed in these efforts, a more modular 
approach was sought which would also be more time efficient.
If only the converter were needed to accurately model the HVDC system, 
the program would run very quickly since only two or three state equations are 
required to fully model the converter. In an accurate representation of the HVDC 
system, the surrounding AC system must also be modeled. This includes the 
Thevenin representation of the AC system and the filters used to suppress the 
harmonics produced by the converters. Typically for a 12-pulse HVDC system, 
each of the three phases requires an eleventh harmonic filter, a thirteenth 
harmonic filter, a high pass filter, a capacitor bank, and a Thevenin line 
impedance. Each of the filters requires two state equations; the capacitor bank 
and the Thevenin impedance require one state equation for each. Thus eight 
state equations needed to describe each phase of the AC system. For the entire 
three phase system 24 state equations are needed.
For the two-terminal HVDC link, there are 48 state equations needed to 
describe the AC system voltages and currents, one for the DC line voltage, and a 
variable number (usually two or three) to describe each converter. Therefore,
8between 53 and 55 state equations are required to model a 12-pulse HYDC link. 
Tbe simulation of a model with this many state equations is very time-consuming 
and difficult to manage.
The algorithm can. also be difficult to program in a fashion which would 
provide flexibility to subsequent users. Therefore, a modular approach was 
sought which W ould allow flexibility for users to modify any part of the system 
model. This flexibility would provide the researcher a more useful tool.
1.4 Objective ^
The objective of this thesis is to modify the previous algorithm to make it a 
more efficient and useful tool. The usefulness of the program can be enhanced by 
adhering to a modular programming approach to ensure ease of reading and 
maintaining the code. The efficiency of the program could be enhanced through 
the restructuring of the state equation coefficient matrix and employing sparsity 
techniques. These objectives would be best met in using a language that supports 
the use of records and structured variable declarations. Therefore, the final 
choice was to write a new program in C to achieve a more efficient and useful 
tool.
1.5 Outline of Thesis
I,-'. . " • .. , ■ ■ . ■ ■ • ■
Chapter 2 of this thesis reviews and explains the mathematical development 
of both the AC state equations and the set of converter loop equations. Chapter 
2 also explains the extension of the tensor mathematical development into a 
modular algorithmic approach. The results, given in Chapter 3, shows time
9sayings over its predecessor, the validity of the model, and a transient response of 
the model. Chapter 4 gives a summary of what was done and recommendations 
for future work.
CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL AND STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Introduction
An explanation of the system structure, a mathematical development of the 
simulation, and an overview of the algorithm is presented in this chapter. It is 
first necessary to define the system which is being simulated. Figure 2.1 shows a 
one-line diagram of the complete two-terminal system which contains two 
converters, a DC line, and the AC networks connected to each of the converters. 
The AC network consists of a Thevenin equivalent source and line impedance, a 
capacitor bank, and three sets of filters. Also included are two three phase 
transformers: one is Y-Y connected, and the other is Y-A connected so that there 
is a 30 degree phase difference in the AC voltages to the top and bottom bridges 
of each converter. Diagrams of the converter are shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure
/
2.L 1 Thyristor Ordering
There are two different orderings of the thyristors used in the program. 
The first, shown in Figure 2.2, is the firing order; the second, shown in Figure 2.3, 
is the state order. The purpose of the state order is to provide a numbering 
scheme tq label the thyristors in the program. The thyristor voltage and current
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variables .are indexed using the state order, whereas the ring counter uses the 
firing order.
Figure 2.2 has the thyristors labeled in firing order. The firing order is 
based on the commutation voltages. The commutation voltage is the voltage that 
transfers the current of the thyristor which is presently conducting to the next 
thyristor in the firing order. The commutation voltage for thyristor 2 in Figure
2.3 is the voltage between the A phase and the B phase sources. When the 
commutation voltage becomes positive, the next thyristor may start to conduct if 
there is a gate voltage provided from the controller.
2.1.2 Detailed Converter Modelling ,
The differential equations which describe the HVDC link could be set up in 
a variety of ways. One way would be to have a separate set of equations for each 
of the possible converter operating conditions. It would be difficult to define all 
possible topologies of the converter including all possible fault conditions. [18,19]
Another method is to use a SPICE-Iike approach; each thyristor is assigned 
multiple values of resistance. When the thyristor is conducting, it has a small 
impedance. When the thyristor is not conducting, it has a large impedance. 
Because of the large difference in the order of magnitude between the on and off 
impedances, the resulting numerical problem is stiff. The integration method 
used must have a large region of absolute stability. Explicit methods are not 
suitable for stiff problems because their region of absolute stability is usually 
small. [24]
A different method, based on tensor analysis, was utilized. A connection 
matrix, based on thyristor states, relates a comprehensive set of converter state 
equations to an independent set of equations that defines the present converter 
topology. This method affords a more general solution than the first approach 
without the numerical stiffness found in the second approach. The variables and 
development of a structured mathematical solution is done in the following 
sections [l 2,22].
2.2 Mathematical Development
This section provides the mathematical development of the algorithm 
implemented and the important variables being used. Figure 2.1 shows the 
detailed model of the DC link which is being simulated. The HVDC system can 
be divided into three parts: the AC system, the DC system, and the converter. 
The AC system voltages and currents require 24 state equations. Since the AC 
system components do not physically change over the course of the.simulation,'' 
the state equations remain fixed. This is not true in the general case because it is 
possible to switch on a new capacitor bank or to adjust the taps of the 
transformer for added control. In this work the control for changing the taps of 
the transformer has not been incorporated because the simulation runs of interest 
are short relative to the delay in the tap-changing control. The converters are 
slightly more difficult to model in time because the number and the coefficients of 
the related equations change each time a thyristor changes states. Although the 
DC line voltage equation does not change, the location of its state equation
coefficients within the A matrix vary as the converter loop equation variables 
change.
The mathematical steps used to simulate one time step of the model are 
illustrated in the flowchart in Figure 2.4.
2.2.1 The Converter Equations
Although it is not possible to separate the converter equations from the rest 
of the system equations, the following section focuses primarily on building and 
solving the converter equations. The converter equations are dependent on the 
AC system equations. The link currents are updated based on the latest values of 
the AC currents. After the development of the converter equations, the AC 
variables are discussed.
2.2.1.1 Loop Equations
In a tensor approach, the initial set of state equations is developed assuming 
all thyristors were conducting. Figure 2.5 displays the tree and link diagram of a 
12 pulse converter. Nine branches, shown as solid lines in the figure, were 
arbitrarily chosen to be the tree. Based on this tree, ten loop equations fully 
describe the converter. These equations can be written in the following form:
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The superscript Y denotes the Y-Y portion of the converter, thyristors one 
through six in state order. The superscript A denotes the Y-A portion of the 
converter, thyristors seven through twelve in state order.
Iloop is the set of all the loop currents which are shown as links in Figure 
2.5. Zj0Op is the impedance matrix which relates the set of voltages in Vioop to the 
loop currents. The actual values for the Zioop matrix along with an example 
derivation can be found in Appendix B. Vioop is the set of voltages which are 
used to determine the link currents. In this notation, Cac — ea — ec.
2.2.1.2 The Connection Matrix
The connection matrix is developed to reduce the original set of loop 
equations to only those applicable to the present converter topology [22]. It
relates the loop currents (the set of currents from the lihlts shown 11 I i p t e  2.5) 
to the new set describing the present converter topology as follows:
’ Iloop=G1Ii  (2.4)
where I|oop is the set of loop currents, In is the reducted set of currents of the 
present converter topology, and Cn is the connection matrix. A detailed 
description of the logic and the formation of the connection matrix is given in 
Appendix C.
2.2.1.3 Reduction of the Loop Equations
Substituting Equation 
Vioop, that is
2.4 into Equation 2.1 gives a new expression for
Vloop =  i^oopCnIn. (2.5)
P re-multiplying both sides by the transpose of Cn gives
Defining
ClVloop =  c ‘ ZloopCaI,. (2.6)
and
V, =  C lv loop (2.7)
the final result is
Zn =  Cn Zioop Clli (2.8)
Vn = Z nIn. (2.9)
The connection matrix is a 10X2 matrix when there is no commutation between 
thyristors. Under this condition, the result will be a 2X2 Zn matrix. For each
commutation occurring, one additional column exists in the connection matrix in 
order to form a complete set of loop equations. Therefore, under normal 
conditions with overlap of less than 60 electrical degrees, the converter can be 
fully described using no more than three of the loop equations.
2.2.1.4 The Converter State Equations
The next step is to manipulate Equation 2.9 into state equation form. 
Previously, the variable Z has been used to represent the impedance. Since this is 
a dynamic simulation, the original values of R and L must be used. Replacing Ztt 
by its operational form,
Ztt - R n + p Ln.
Using this substitution in Equation 2.9 gives
Expanded, this is
Vn (Rn +  p Ln) In. (2.10)
Vn =  RnIn +  p LnIn. : (2.11)
Putting the differential on the left side gives
p LnIn =  Vn-R nIn. (2.12)
Finally, pre-multiplying both sides by Ln yields the final result.
P In — Ln1Vn — Ln1RnIn (2.13)
The loop equations are now in state equation form. Since they are in the same 
form as the AC state equations their coefficients can be added to the state matrix.
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2.2.1.5 System State Equation Integration
After the A matrix has been formed;, the integration is performed. The 
integration technique employed is the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. By 
using the tensor approach, the need for an implicit integration was eliminated 
because the numerical problem is not stiff.
An implicit method requires an inversion of the A matrix to obtain a value 
for the variable at the next time step. An explicit method predicts the value of 
the variable at the next step based on previous values. By employing the explicit 
integration method, computation time can be saved without a loss of accuracy.
2.2.1.6 Loop Currents
The relationship between I|oop and In was defined in Equation 2.4. The 
system state variables were updated during the integration. The state variables 
solved for in the converter state equations were the values of In. So by the 
original definition the loop currents can be determined using,
1Ioop ~  C nIn , (2 .4 )
2.2.1.7 Loop Voltages
To update the loop voltages, another transformation matrix must be 








> vA- .^b c
e ca + e bc + 4
The primary voltages of the transformers are found as part of the AC state 
equation solution integration. Multiplying the primary voltage by the 
appropriate turns ratio, t, gives the following set of loop voltages. For example, 
the first equation would be
Ca> Ca SftonnHarv C n q,
e ac =
5 , secondary e c, secondary
t  * (e a,primary e c,primary)*
(2.14)
For the same level of secondary voltage as the Y-Y transformer, the turns ratio of 
the Y-A transformer must be V ^ t .  This yields:
e^“ ac
> ac ~  *
Y Y
e a,3econdary e c, secondary
(e a,primary ;-;Te c,primary)•
(2.15)
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2.2.1.8 Thyristor Voltages
SiiiGe the assumption is that the thyristors are ideal, the voltage across 
those conducting is zero. The other thyristor voltages must be calculated to 
determine the state of the thyristor at the next time step. The simulation of the 
converters has been built on Equation 2.1.
Vjoop Zi00pl|00p
The loop equations were derived assuming that the thyristors were all conducting. 
If this were true, the voltage across all the thyristors would be zero; however, all 
of the thyristors do not conduct at the same time. A set of voltage equations 
must be developed to account for the voltage across the thyristors in the loops 
defined in Equation 2.1. This difference due to the voltage across the thyristors is 
defined as Vx.
S r- ^ ’
Vx — Vjoop Zloojplloop
Now, expressing Vx and Vioop in terms of the thyristor voltages gives
(2.17)
Vx
y 7 - v ?
Vjf -  v j  
Y Yv4 - V 61
vf  - y l
v j + v l
▼f
A AV? -  V3
v4 — v6















Based on Equation 2.18, a general incidence matrix can be developed to relate all 
the thyristor voltages to the voltage difference of the loop equations, Vx. 
Transcribing the coefficients from Equation 2.18 into matrix form yields:
I 0 - I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I - I 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 - I 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I - I 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 I
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I - I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 - I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I - I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0
(2.19)
Since it is the set of thyristor voltages being sought, V ^ ; , ^  must be expressed 
in terms of Vx. To formulate this expression, it is necessary to reduce D.
Each column of D corresponds to a thyristor and each thyristor that is 
conducting, has a voltage of zero across it. Therefore, since the columns of D
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corresponding to conducting thyristors will always be multiplied by zero, they can 
be eliminated.
Each row of the D matrix corresponds to a loop equation. Iqnation 2.1 was 
developed using the assumption that all thyristors were conducting. Vx was 
developed only because some of the thyristors were not conducting. Therefore, 
since link currents corresponding to a conducting thyristor have Vx elements 
equal to zero, these rows can also be eliminated. So the final result will be: .
^ x l n == Dn ^ thyristor, n* (2 .2 0 )
After the row and column eliminations, D becomes a square matrix which can be 
inverted. Now the voltages of the thyristors not conducting can be determined 
using '
V thyristor, n - D n  Vx n. (2.21)
2,2.1,9 Rectifier Control
The subroutine for calculating rectifier control variables is divided into two 
sections. The first contains error detection and amplification, and the second 
contains thyristor firing control. The control scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
The first section of the subroutine employs a PI controller to produce a 
normalized output signal based on the error between the actual DC current and 
its reference value. The signal is processed through a proportional gain and an 
integral gain. The amplified errors are summed together and sent to a limiter
which reduces system overcompensation. This controller, illustrated in Figure 
2.7, is used as an input to the second part of the rectifier control.
The second part of the subroutine uses a ramp function to determine the 
firing interval. Whenever the fixed-slope ramp function crosses the control level, 
the ramp function is reset to zero. Figure 2.8 illustrates what this looks like over 
time; it is a sawtooth waveform. The x-axis is time, and the y-axis represents the 
number of electrical degrees since the last thyristor was fired. When the 
converter is operating under steady state conditions, a thyristor should be fired 
every 30 electrical degrees because each of the twelve thyristors should fire once 
every cycle, or once every 360 electrical degrees. The dashed line running parallel
to the x-axis is the steady state firing angle, or — radians.
The current in the DC line depends on the length of time the thyristors 
conduct. When the delay angle is longer, the thyristor conducts for less time; 
when the thyristor conducts for less time, less current flows in the DC line. 
Therefore, if the current were to be higher than the reference current at the last 
time step, the controller produces an error signal which causes the firing of the 
next thyristor to be delayed longer. Conversely, if the current was low at the last 
time step, then the next thyristor is turned on earlier.
The purpose of the output error signal of the PI controller is to adjust the 
firing time. If the actual DC current from the rectifier is high, then the output 
from the PI controller is negative.
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Error (!DCrence —!DCual)j i etoence (2 .22)
SimQe tEe curre is high, the thyristor firing angle must be increased. The angle 
can be increased by subtracting the output of the PI controller from the steady
TT
state, — firing angle. This moves the point of intersection between the ramp and• ; 6 . /
the firing level. It is at the new point of intersection that the next thyristor will 
be fired. The curved, dashed line shown in Figure 2.9 is the difference between 
the steady state firing angle and the error out of the PI controller.
The two horizontal, dotted lines in Figure 2.9 show the maximum and 
minimum firing angles. If the curved line dips below the minimum value, the 
next thyristor will not be fired until the ramp has intersected the minimum firing 
angle line. If the curved line exceeds the maximum value, the next thyristor will 
automatically fire when the ramp reaches the maximum firing angle line.
The final step of the routine advances the ring counter in a circular queue. 
A set of four consecutive l ’s, or "on" values, are moved in firing order as 
illustrated in Figure 2.10. The l ’s correspond to the conducting thyristors, and 
the 0’s correspond to the non-conducting thyristors.
2.2.1.10 Inverter Control
The inverter control subroutine is very similar to that of the rectifier control 
subroutine. (See Figure 2.11) The inverter subroutine uses a proportional 
controller to amplify the error signal. The error signal is the difference in the 
actual extinction angle, 7«*, and the reference extinction angle, 7ref.
Before the error can be calculated, the actual extinction angle must be 
found. This calculation requires that the commutation voltages be monitored for 
downward zero crossings. When one is detected, the time the last thyristor was 
turned off is subtracted from the current time. By converting this time to 
radians, "yaet can be determined. The error is calculated, amplified by the 
proportional gain, and sent to the second part of the procedure which determines 
when the next thyristor should be fired.
The next thyristor firing is determined by using an Inter-firing-period (IFP) 
[25]. It is very similar to the ramp/sawtooth type of method used in the rectifier 
control. The IFP is the time between firings of the thyristor. Under steady state
; 7T . ' ' '
conditions the IFP is 30 electrical degrees, or — radians.
■ 6 - ■
The output from the proportional controller is added to the IFP. When the 
current time reaches the sum of the IFP and the error time, the next thyristor is 
ready to be fired. The ring counter is then advanced. The firing order of the 
thyristors in the inverter is exactly the same as that for the rectifier. (See Figure 
2 -10)
2.2.1.11 Thyristor States
Each thyristor state must be checked every time-step to determine its 
status. The first step checks for thyristors that are turning off. This requires the 
values of the thyristor currents. If the thyristor state is on and its current has 
gone negative since the previous time step, , the thyristor should be turned off.
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The thyristor currents must be calculated based on the updated independent link 
currents. The following equation expresses this relationship.
Ithy l p
Ithy2
Ithya ./ ■" I’
Ithy 4
IthyS
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—2^ - i 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0
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The second step is to check for thyristors which are presently off, but should be 
turned on. Turning a thyristor on takes no mathematical calculations. If the 
ring counter element is on, then the corresponding thyristor is turned on.
If there were no changes in the thyristor states, then the calculations needed 
for this time step are complete. The next step in the solution is to integrate the 
state equations for the next time step. If there was a change in the thyristor 
states, then the state equations no longer reflect the current converter circuit, and 
the converter state equations must be rebuilt. This rebuilding is accomplished 
using the connection matrix based on the new set of thyristor states to reduce the 
loop equations.
It is also necessary to revise the state variables and to update the loop 
currents. After new converter state equations have been calculated and the state 
variables updated, the process begins the next time step with another integration.
2.2.2 AC and DC System Equations
From a physical perspective, the AC system modelled consists of a Thevenin 
equivalent of the AC system looking back into the system from the converter 
transformer primaries, and the AC filters. The AC filters in parallel with the 
converter are tuned to remove the Ilth  and 13th harmonics as well as other high 
frequency harmonics.
Examining the circuit from a mathematical perspective, both loop and 
nodal equations must be developed to form an independent set of equations which 
describe the AC. voltages and currents. The only known voltage in the AC system 
is the Thevenin voltage, which is the forcing function of the system. All other 
values of current and voltage can be found through the set of state equations. 
The following are the differential equations needed to simulate the AC side of the 
converter. Only the A phase equations of these equations are only shown. The 
equations for the other two phases are similar.
AC Phase Current in the AC equivalent:
d
d t iac ( T )(e th H-th Hh ..'Vap)* Wh
(2.24)
AC Phase Voltage at the Primary of the Converter Transformer:
' ' d I I
=  ( - £ — )[iac if 11 “ If 13 —iac, conv “ ihp —( ^  )(v ac“ v hp)l* (2.25)
I Ith Harmonic Filter Current:
d . I
■^■ifll ~  ( )(v ac“ Vei l  - R f l l  i f l l  )• (2.26)
Ilth  Harmonic Filter Voltage:
X v' 11=< C ^ rxifu’•
13th Harmonic Filter Current:
13th Harmonic Filter Voltage:
- j 7 v ci3 — (7 ;— )(ifi3)-at Cfi3
High Pass Filter Current:
HighF3SsFilterVoltage:
± y tf  _  +  ( _ ^ _ )(v„ _ Vli)).
where
Lth is the Thevenin inductance of the AC system,
Rth is the Thevenin resistance of the AC system, 
eth is the Thevenin voltage of the AC system, 
ith is the Thevenin current of the AC system, 
vap is the phase voltage of the capacitor bank,
Cc is the capacitance of the capacitor bank, 
ifii is the current in the eleventh harmonic filter 







ifcp is the current in the inductor of the high pass filter, 
vcli is the capacitor voltage in the eleventh harmonic filter, 
Vcl3 is the capacitor voltage in the thirteenth harmonic filter, 
Vlip is the voltage across the capacitor of the high pass filter, 
Lf11 is the inductance of the eleventh harmonic filter,
Lf13 is the inductance of the thirteenth harmonic filter,
Lhp is the inductance of the high pass filter,
Rfll is the resistance of the eleventh harmonic filter,
Rf13 is the resistance of the thirteenth harmonic filter,
Rhp is the resistance of the high pass filter,
Cf11 is the capacitance of the eleventh harmonic filter,
Cf13 is the capacitance of the thirteenth harmonic filter,
Chp is the capacitance of the high pass filter,
There is also a state equation to describe the DC line voltage:
dTVdC
(2.32)
The DC network is represented by a "T" network with a shunt capacitor at 
the center to develop the DC line voltage. This DC line voltage equation is 
dependent on the DC line currents. The line currents are part of the converter 
equations. Since the indices of the DC line currents sometimes change when the 
set of conducting thyristors change, the voltage equation must be rebuilt when 
the converter state equations are rebuilt. The values of the coefficients will not 
change, only tfieir locations in the A matrix.
2.3 The State Equation Coefficient Matrix
The following sections discuss the structure of the state matrix and its 
implementation in terms of sparsity and data structure. Each set of converter 
equations is developed separately and then added to the set of AC state equations. 
On examining the contents of the A matrix, the sparsity of the matrix is 
apparent. If the sparsity of the matrix is to be exploited, a new means of storing 
the elements of the array must be developed. Conceptually, it can still be 
thought of as a two dimensional array, although, it is not stored in a two 
dimensional array. '
2.3.1 Structure of the State Matrix
Figure 2.12 shows a broad view of the layout. The first 24 rows are the 
state equations describing the AC system associated with the rectifier. The next 
24 rows are the state equations describing the AC system associated with the 
inverter. The 49th row is the equation describing the DC line voltage. The next 
four rows are reserved for the rectifier state equations. The last four rows are 
reserved for the inverter state equations. Under normal conditions, a maximum 
of three of the rows are used for the rectifier and three for the inverter.
Another way to separate the A matrix, shown in Figure 2.13, is to divide it 
into blocks. Row one is the A phase AC current at the converter. Column one is 
multiplied by the A phase AC current at the last time step. The A matrix can be 
viewed as a grid in which blocks correspond to physical groups. For example, the 
upper left 24X24 block corresponds to the AC system connected to the rectifier.
The 24X24 block directly to the right and the 24X24 block directly below the 
upper left block are filled with zeros because there is no AC interconnection 
between the two AC systems, only through the DC line.
By; looking at the matrix in grid form, it is possible to categorize the blocks 
into two groups. The first group consists of those blocks which will not change 
over the course of the simulation. In this case it is the upper left 49X49 block. 
The second group would be those blocks which change over the course of the 
simulation. This includes the rest of the matrix which is the set of rows and 
columns corresponding to the converter equation variables. The second group 
could be broken down further between converters. In the two terminal case, it 
would be broken into two parts: the rectifier and the inverter,
Table 2.1 Row Description of A Matrix
Rows Description
Rectifier AC equations:
1-3 A,B,C phase AC currents at the converter
4-6 A,B,C phase AC voltages at the converter
7-9 A,B,C phase AC voltages across the I lth  harmonic filter
, 10-12 A,B,C phase AC voltages across the 13th harmonic filter
13-15 A,B,C phase AC voltages across the high pass filter
16-18 A,B,C phase AC currents through the Ilth  harmonic filter
19-21 A,B,C phase AC currents through the 13th harmonic filter
22-24 A,B,C phase AC currents through the high pass filter
'Inverter:AC equations: \  - 
25-48 Same as rows 1-24 
DC line equation:
49 The Voltage across the DC line capacitance 
Rectifier equations:
50-53 Reduced loop equations for rectifier 
Inverter equations:
50-53 Reduced loop equations for inverter
is well over 11,000 multiplications. The time Step being used is one quarter of an
electrical degree. This translates one second of simulated time into 86,400 
iterations. One multiplication on a Sun EPC (Sparc I) takes approximately 2.1 
microseconds, which would yield a savings of almost 17 minutes of CPU time for 
a half second of simulated time.
This discussion emphasizes that there should be a way of multiplying only 
the non-zero elements in the array, while ignoring the zero elements.
2.3.3 Data Structure of the State Matrix
Since sparsity theoretically yields a valuable time savings, a method must be 
developed to multiply only the non-zero elements. Since this is a specific 
application and the structure of the system matrix is known, only the non-zero 
elements in the matrix need to be stored. This would require a different structure 
than a two-dimensional array.
This was the approach that was taken in this work. A one dimensional 
array of records was used to store the non-zero coefficients. The record has the 
structure shown in Figure 2.15. Since only non-zero elements are stored, there is 
no need to check the matrix for non-zero elements. All of the necessary 
information is in the record.
Since the A matrix was divided into three sections, the multiplication was 
also divided into three sections. This division was used to recalculate the 
converter state equation coefficients and load them into the A matrix without 
affecting the unchanged coefficients. Although this three-section approach is
:-,7 '
efficient in terms of CPU time, it does not lend itself well to handling an 
unknown number of converters.
The Runge-Kutta integration technique requires four multiplications of the 
A niatrix by four one-dimensional arrays. The multiplication begins by 
initializing the resultant matrix. As each record is read from the array, the value 
of the coefficient is multiplied by the "column of A" column element in the one 
dimensional array. That product is added to the "row of A" column in the 
resultant matrix.
2.4 Algorithmic Overview
The algorithm used to simulate the two-terminal HVDC system was 
developed using a modular approach. The algorithm was divided into computer 
tasks. Each major task, such as the integration and the control, was 
implemented in a separate subroutine. Other aspects of modularity were also 
investigated.
Modularity by function was incorporated when possible. Function is 
defined as a physical process of the converter or AC system. For example, the 
control of the physical system can be replaced or modified while the rest of the 
physical system remains unchanged. Therefore, it would be beneficial to have the 
ability to replace or to modify only the control routine for the rectifier or inverter 
bridge. This type of modularity allows for a straight forward substitution of 
subroutines to incorporate a change in the physical system.
Another form of modularity was in the flow of the program. This form of 
modularity locates related subroutines or lines of code together in the same 
section of the program. It also ensures that independent tasks are located in 
separate sections. In order to make the algorithm more readable and 
maintainable, related pieces of code were kept physically close together within the 
algorithm. The algorithm, broken down by flow, is shown in Figure 2.16. The 
flow of the program is separated into six large tasks.
2 44  Systep JP^apieter Initialization
The flow of the program begins with the initialization of the system 
parameters, parameters unique to the particular HVDC system being modelled. 
The parameters include voltage levels, resistances, capacitances, and inductances, 
which are used by the algorithm. It is during this ,stage that the constant 
matrices and variables are initialized. For example, the full set of rectifier and 
converter loop equations are formed. The transformation matrices used to 
calculate thyristor voltages and loop voltages are also formed.
2.4.2 Operating Condition Initialization
The second stage in the program flow is the initialization of the operating 
conditions. Contained in the operating conditions are the initial states of the 
thyristors, values of the control variables, values of the state variables, filter
f • - ,
values, and other variables necessary for the start of the simulation. The second 
stage initializes the state variables using the physical values loaded in the first
There are two options given in the initialization of the operating conditions. 
The first option is to begin the simulation using a pre-defined set of thyristor 
states. The initial operating condition variables are described in Appendix A. 
The second option is to continue from a previous run. In this case, the restart 
conditions are read from a recovery file that has been created at the end of a 
previous simulation. It contains all the information necessary to begin the 
simulation from the last time step of that previous simulation. All these variables 
are listed in Appendix A.
2.4.3 Converter State Equation Initialization
After the operating conditions and AC state equations are initialized, the 
converter equations must be developed. This stage of the program flow initializes 
the matrices which describe the topology, reduces the loop equations, and 
manipulates the reduced set of loop equations into state equation form. These 
tasks are based entirely on the states of the thyristors. Formation of the 
converter state equations must be repeated each time the topology of the 
converter changes.
2.4.4 Main Loop
The fourth stage of the program flow is the main loop of the simulation. It 
contains the integration of the state equations, the updating of the loop currents, 
loop source voltages, and thyristor voltages, and the control subroutines for the 
converters. It is the most time consuming part of the simulation because it is 
repeated every time step.
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2.4.5 Thyristor State Changes
When a thyristor state changes, the reduced set of loop equations is no 
longer valid. The new converter topology dictates that the converter state 
equations be reformed. This is done by reforming the connection matrix, 
reducing the loop equations, and manipulating the reduced loop equations into 
state equation form. Re-forming the converter state equations is separated from 
the main loop because it is necessary to do this only after a change in the 
converter topology. Computing time would be wasted if the state equations were 
recalculated every time step.
2.4.6 Exiting the Program
The user has three choices when exiting the program:
• to continue the simulation,
• to end the simulation after saving the final operating conditions as a 
starting point for another simulation, or
• to end the simulation without saving the final operating conditions.
These six stages make up the flow of the algorithm. The first three are 
related to the initialization, the fourth and fifth comprise the main loop, and the 
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Figure 2.6 Rectifier Control System
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CHAPTER 3. RESULTS
3.1 Introduction
The goal of this thesis was to employ time saving techniques to an existing 
detailed HVBC algorithm to make it- more efficient and useful. To verify the 
results, the validity of both time savings and the model itself must be tested. The 
claims of time savings are verified through the use of a compiler option called 
"prof", or Profile. Profile keeps a record of the amount of CPU time spent inside 
of each subroutine. Steady state results from the program are shown, and 
simulated values are compared with expected values. The expected values are 
calculated using formulas derived for steady state conditions. Lastly, the 
transient study shows the reaction of the system to a step change in the reference 
DC current at the rectifier.
3.2 Time Savings
The results of the profile study are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. In the 
tables, the column of data used to analyze the performance of individual 
subroutines is the "ms/call", or the average execution time per call in 
milliseconds. The value in this column only reflects the CPU time required to 
execute the statements within the corresponding subroutine. It does not include
Table 3.1 Profile Results from Original Program
■ ■
time cumsecs #call ms/ call name
61.7 144.13 1439 100.16 in teg
19.6 189.95 5758 7.96 7 ginv
2.7 216.41 2878 2.22 tvolt
1.6 220.17 11512 0.33 multi
0.9 222.25 17268 0.12 filter
0.9 224.24 : I ■ 1990.00 MAIN
0.4 227.70 1439 0.61 current
0.3 229.22 2878 0.26 state ;
0.1 231.79 1439 0.12 firing
0.1 231.94 48 3.12 reduce
0.0 232.70 1439 0.06 gprec
0.0 233.21 I 40.00 init
0.0 233.54 48 0.42 tensor
-V -. V \ ■. i/-N V; /
Table 3.2 Profile Results from New Program
time cumsecs #call ms/call name
20.9 5.42 2878 1.88 CalcVtby
18.7 10.27 5756 0.84 multiply
12.1 13.40 1439 2.18 integ
9.7 15.92 2928 Vv'bQ;8fr:V; Invert
6.9 17.72 17268 0.10 filter
5.5 19.14 I 1420.00 main
1.3 23,50 2878 0.12 CalcState
1.3 23.84 1439 0.24 InvCtrl
1.0 24.09 1439 0.17 buildB
0.5 24.78 50 ; 2.40 formAvar
6.4 24.88 50 2.00 reduceRL
0.3 25.21 1439 0.05 RectCtrl
6,0 25.93 50 0.20 formCn
0.0 25.94 ,.'V 7-1 OvOO InitStates
0.0 25.94 VV X ^ 0.00 formAfixed
0.0 25.94 .--XV 0.00 formD
0.0 25.94 -..T; 0 00 formRL
0.0 25.94 :'V! I 0.00 formTx
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the time required to perform any subroutines which are called from within the 
given subroutine. The main routine is called only once. The actual time spent 
performing statements in the main routine shown in Table 3.2 was 1420 
milliseconds, but it took the program 25.94 seconds to run. The rest of the time 
was spent within other subroutines which were called from the main routine.
Table 3.1 shows the results for the original Fortran algorithm, and Table
3.2 displays the results for the C algorithm. These results were obtained from 
runs on a Sun LPC (Sparc I) workstation. Each program was run for one full
electrical cycle, or of a second. The time step for each simulation was one 60
quarter of an electrical degree, or 11.6 microseconds. The original simulation 
took 233.54 CPU seconds to simulate one electrical cycle. The new simulation 
required only 25.94 seconds of CPU time. There is a time savings of almost an 
order of magnitude.
3.2.1 Integration Time Savings
The primary time savings occurred within the integration routine. The 
subroutines from each routine were different in terms of the tasks that were done 
for each algorithm. Therefore, to examine the time savings in the integration, the 
set of subroutines which performed the same task must be studied for the Fortran 
and C versions.
In the Fortran version, both the A and B matrices were formed within the 
integration algorithm. The "multi" routine was performed eight times within the
integration to form the coverter state equations. The integration in the Fortran 
version required 100.16 ms plus eight times 0.33 ms for each iteration. One other 
subroutine was used within the integration subroutine to calculate the converter 
state equations. The subroutine "ginv" was performed once per iteration and 
required 7.96 ms. This is a total of 110.76 ms of CPU time for one integration.
In order to be consistent in the comparison between the twoversions, the 
subroutines which perform the same tasks as in the Fortran version must be 
analyzed for the C version. For the same function to occur in the C integration 
as in the Fortran integration, "integ", "multiply", "formAvar", "formAfixed",
"buildB", and "Invert" must all be examined. The integration requires 2.18 ms 
from "integ" plus four executions of "multiply", "multiply" is used to form the 
product of the state matrix and the state variables. The total CPU time required 
for the actual integration was 5.54 ms per iteration. (Note: "multi" in the 
Fortran program and "multiply" in the C program do not perform ^ he same tasks 
and therefore should not be compared.)
The formation of the A matrix must also analyzed since it is part of the 
task performed in the Fortran version. The formation of the A matrix in the C 
version is done in two steps. The first step is the formation of the AC state 
equation portion whose coefficient will not change. This is done in "formAfixed" 
which takes less than 0.01 ms to perform. Step two is the formation of the 
converter state equations. These state equations must be formed every time the 
thyristor states of the converters change. This task is performed using
"formAvar", "formCn", "reduceRL", and "Invert" Vrhich Vrere executed 50 times 
during the simulation. To make a meaningful comparison with the Fortran
version, an equivalent time duration must be calculated in milliseconds per
5.0iteration. Therefore, y r times the sum of the CPU time required of each
subroutine gives the equivalent CPU time expended for each iteration. That 
result gives the equivalent time duration of 0.19 ms per iteration spent on 
reforming the converter state equations.
The last routine which must be made part of the comparison is the 
calculation of the B matrix. This is done in "buildB" and requires 0.17 ms per 
iteration. Summing the CPU times for these subroutines gives a total of 5.90 ms 
per iteration.
From Chapter 2, the expected savings of employing sparsity in the 
integration was examined. If one multiplication took 70 cycles on a 33 MHz 
machine, and if approximately 11,000 multiplications could be saved in one 
iteration, it was calculated that the estimated savings would be 23 milliseconds 
per iteration. The actual savings was 110.76 ms minus 5.90 ms which is 104.86 
ms of CPU time for every iteration. This savings is much greater than 
anticipated.
3.2.2 Reasons for Time Savings
Although the sparsity techniques employed supplied a large part of the time 
savings, the elimination of re-forming the A matrix at every time step also saved
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much CPU time. In Chapter 2 it was shown that there are 166 coefficients which 
do not change over the Course of the simulation. There are another 14 to 32 
coefficients for the converter state equations which vary only with the change in 
the converter topology. But there are no coefficients which needed to be changed 
every time step. In fact, by examining Table 3.2, it can be seen that the state 
equations were calculated only 50 times for both the rectifier and the inverter. 
Therefore, the converter equation coefficients in the A matrix were calculated 
1389 times more than necessary in the Fortran program, and the AC system 
coefficients were calculated 1438 times more than necessary.
Another large difference can be seen in the time it took to invert the L 
matrix for the converter state equations. The subroutine ginv uses a specialized 
singular value decomposition algorithm which requires far more calculations than 
does the Gauss-Jordan inversion employed in "Invert". This can be seen in the 
savings of over 7 ms per iteration due to the replacement of "ginv" by "Invert".
Although there are other time savings which can be identified by comparing 
Tables 3.1 and 3.2, The majority of the time savings resulted from the sparsity 
techniques and the elimination of re-forming the A matrix. The overall time 
savings was nearly 90%.
3.3 Starting from a Recovery File
A recovery file was implemented to allow the user to begin the simulation 
from the end condition of a previous simulation. This feature is especially useful 
for multiple runs from the same starting conditions because it eliminates the need
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to wait for the transients in the simulation to settle before startin g  a new study. 
The following results were obtained using the recovery file. All of the values used 
for the recovery file are described in Appendix A.
A simulation was run to illustrate the length of time it requires for the 
initial transients to settle. The steady state value of DC current should be about 
1.98 kA since the reference current was set to 1.98 kA. By examining Figure 3.1, 
it can be seen that the simulation requires approximately 0.28 seconds for the 
initial transients to settle. This is equivalent to approximately 24,200 iterations 
of the program, 17 electrical cycles, or 7.25 minutes of CPU time. This can be 
shortened by using a closer set of initial conditions.
3.4 Steady State Results
The validity of the model must be tested. A straight forward approach is to 
compare the simulated steady state results with the corresponding values 
predicted from formulas[l]. One such formula for the average DC voltage at the 
rectifier terminals is
Vdc.ave = VtJ0 cos(o;) Rc Id* (3.1)
where:
6 "^/3"Vdo is the open circuit voltage, — - — Em t,
Em is the primary phase AC peak line to neutral voltage, 
t is the turns ration of the transformer,
Id is the DC current,
a is the delay angle,
Rc is the commutating resistance,
Xj is the leakage reactance of the transformer.




t (turns ratio) 0.8859 0.8475
Lj (transformer inductance) 0.2793 0.03052
a 13.996
I  . ^ 17.337
id ' ■ 1.98 1.98
Calculating Vdo using the peak voltage from Figure 3.9 and the transformer 
turns ratio found in Table 3.3, yields a value of 536 kV. The value shown in 
Table 3.3 for the transformer inductance must be multipliedby the AC frequency 
to find the reactance. The Value bf Rc is 20.1 0. Figure 3.6 displays the DC 
voltage waveform of the rectifier. An exact average value is not shown, but 496.3 
kV matches very closely with the displayed waveform.
Amother formula to test the DC voltage at the inverter terminals is:
^dc, ave =  ^do COS(T) He d^ (3 .2 )
7 is the extinction angle of the inverter. The other variables correspond to the 
same physical definitions described above for the inverter. The value for Vdo 13
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529 kV, Rc is 22.0 11 which yields a value of 461.1 IcV for the average DC voltage. 
Figure 3.7 displays the DC voltage at the inverter terminals. The average value 
calculated compares favorably with the center of the waveform shown in Figure 
3.7. ;  ^ ■
3.5 Transient Results
A case was run to demonstrate the transient response of the HVDC system, 
and in particular, the action of the converter control. A step change in the 
reference current from 1.98 kA to 1.89 kA was put into the rectifier controller. 
The results are shown in Figures 3.16 through 3.19. The DC current took only 
0.3 seconds to settle to its new value.
It is difficult to analyze the transient conditions. Using Equation 3.1, Vd0 
and Rc should remain constant. One would think that since the rectifier control 
varies the firing angle, a would increase so that would decrease. As a; is 
increased the average voltage level drops which causes a  to decrease. This 
oscillation occurs in the firing angle until the DC current reaches the reference 
value. In this case, the controller oscillates once.
s .oohhs
.113 . 16* .883 .881
time (seconds)
.337 .99* .HS
Figure 3.1 Initial Transient Based on Load Flow Solution,
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Figure 3.9 Steady State, AC Voltage at the TransformerPrimary, Rectifier
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Conclusions
A detailed HVDC simulation can be used to conduct a variety of studies 
when designing a new HVDC Iiuk or analyzing an existing system. These studies 
include bulk power transfer, analysis of harmonic components on either the AG or 
DC systems, and analysis of transient conditions. The main objective of this 
thesis was to develop a versatile and efficient simulation tool for these purposes. 
The primary benefits derived from this research are the time savings in simulation 
runs and the ease of maintaining the program.
4.1.1 Time Savings
The time savings resulting from modifying the Original algorithm were 
substantial and can be attributed to several factors. The most important factor 
was the implementation Of sparsity techniques. By implementing sparsity, over 
11,000 multiplications were eliminated every iteration.
Another time saving was the result of re-structuring the A matrix. 
Previously, the entire A matrix was re-formed every time step. By dividing the A 
matrix into three sections, only the sections corresponding to a change in the 
circuit topology would have to be re-formed. The state equations of the AC
systems connected to the rectifier or to the inverter remain constant during the 
simulation. Therefore, the AC system coefficients are calculated once for the 
entire simulation. The rectifier and inverter state equations change each time the 
topology of the converter changes. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the state 
equation coefficients only at the time of the topology change. The actual time 
savings achieved using the sparsity techniques and the restructured A matrix was 
104.86 milliseconds per iteration using a Sun IPC (Sparc I) workstation. This 
translates into more than 15 minutes of CPU time saved for every 0.1 seconds of 
simulated time.
The streamlined implementation of the control schemes as well as other 
routines all contributed to an overall time savings. All the changes implemented 
gave a total time savings of 20 minutes and 45 seconds of CPU time for every 0.1 
seconds of simulated time on a Sun IPC workstation. The new algorithm ran in 
approximately eleven percent of the time of the program written without these 
time saving techniques.
4.1.2 Modularity
An objective of the thesis was to make the algorithm readable and 
maintainable. This was achieved by modularizing the flow, function, and task of 
the program. Modularity of the flow was accomplished by keeping related tasks 
within the same section of code. Code pertaining to each independent task was 
grouped together. By grouping the tasks sequentially, rather than intermixing 
lines of code for the tasks, the algorithm became more readable. In the algorithm
there are six stages in the flow. The first three stages comprise the initialization 
processes; the following two stages form the main loop, and the last stage 
terminates the program.
The second modularity was by function. Here, function describes a physical 
process of the converter, i;e. the control is a physical process within the 
converter. Ah example of how this modularity assists in the simulation is in the 
replacement of an existing controller by a different one through the substitution 
of a single subroutine.
The last type of modularity was by task, or by subroutine. To improve 
readability and maintainability, subroutines were created for two purposes: to 
perform tasks which were done repeatedly and to condense the main routine into 
a comprehensible form.
4.1.3 Advantages of the C Language
The programming language C enabled a straight forward implementation of 
sparsity and modular programming. C contains a data structure type called a 
record. It was much easier to develop the sparsity techniques using records. 
These records could hold both the location of the element in the A matrix and its 
value in a single data structure. This eliminated the need for a set of arrays to 
hold the row, column, and value of the element. Another feature that C possesses 
is the ability to dynamically store data.
The structure of the C language facilitated documentation of the program. 
Comments can be on the same line as program statements. Since C is case 
sensitive, variables using upper and lower case letters can be uniquely defined. 
The necessity to declare each variable provides a convenient place to verbally 
describe that variable.
4.2 Recommendations
The purpose of this project was to create a simulation that would be a time 
and memory efficient tool for a two terminal link. In the future, however* more 
work will be done with multiterminal systems. Most of these recommendations 
stem from the need for the multiterminal case.
4.2.1 Layout of the State Matrix
Further modularity in the structure of the state matrix should be pursued. 
Presently, the approach is to divide the A matrix into three sections. The first 
part of the matrix houses the coefficients that do not change their values or 
locations during the course of the simulation. The second section holds the 
coefficients calculated for the rectifier topology. The third section holds the 
coefficients calculated for the inverter topology.
An alternative approach would be to divide the A matrix based on each 
converter rather than by fixed and changing coefficients. This approach would 
provide an easier indexing scheme for the multiterminal case. Rather than 
separating the AC state equations from the converter state equations, it would be 
more beneficial to keep the converter equations and the associated AC system
equations in the same block of the A matrix. By modularizing the A matrix in 
this way, there would be a constant block size reserved for the coefficients of each 
converter and its associated AC system. This would make it easier to index the 
state variables for each converter in the multiterminal case. Another advantage 
would be the easy elimination or addition of a converter to the system.
4.2.2 Data Structure of the State Matrix
Presently, each of the three sections of the A matrix is stored in a separate 
array of records because the rectifier and inverter could change topologies at 
different times. One difficulty with this method is that the creation of the array 
of records must be done statically in the declaration section of the program. 
Hence, if a new converter and DC line were to be added to the system, another 
array would have to be declared.
An alternative approach using the array structure would be to store all of 
the coefficients in one array of records. This method would eliminate the need to 
declare and dimension a new array of records each time a new converter was 
added to the system, but the dimension of the single array would still need to be 
re-dimensioned. Another problem arises because the number of coefficients 
required to model the converter is not static. A dynamic method of eliminating 
the old coefficients and reading in the new coefficients is needed; A linked list can 
accomplish this.
By using a linked list, one data structure can replace the three or more 
arrays used in the multiterminal case. Pointers can be used to keep track of the
•• ■' .f t
start and end of each converter’s coefficient section. When the topology of a 
converter changes, the pointers can be used to eliminate the old coefficients and 
insert the new coefficients to the end of the list.
4.2.3 IndexingoftheLoopEquations
A problem arises when the set of loop equations is reduced to the 
independent set of loop currents. The index given to the DG link in the reduced 
set of loop equations varies between two values.
IDpder normal operating conditions, when the full set of loop equations are 
reduced, the DC link current is always one of the two or three loop currents 
chosen to be an independent current. (iLhe boolean logic explanation of the
...--I'' ' ■ ' - . ■ . - ' : • ■. ■ ■
connection matrix is in Appendix C.) Thus, the DC link current index in the 
reduced set of equations takes on the values of one or two during normal 
operation. If the DC link current were permanently chosen as the first link in the 
reduced set, then it would also be indexed one in the reduced set. There would be 
no to recalculate its index.
4.2.4 Change the Indexing Method of the Converters
Each converter presently has an index associated with it. The rectifier’s 
index is zero, and the inverter’s index is one. The indices are used for a Variety of 
purposes including the control schemes and the multiplication of the A matrix. 
Indexing the converters from I to N, where N is the number of converters, would 
be m ore consistent With the rest of the indexing schemes used in the thryristor 
state numbering, the*state variable numbering, etc.
4.2.5 Use of Transformer Taps in System Control
Presently the transformer tap settings are fixed. Changing the transformer 
taps would require recalculating parts of the AC state equations involving the 
turns ratio, the current transformation matrix, and the voltage transformation 
matrix. Additionally, another control loop to change the tap settings would have 
to be developed.
4.2.6 Summary
This work has been done to provide a fast, flexible, and useful tool to 
simulate a two-terminal HVDC system. The sparsity techniques and modular 
programming were implemented with two-terminal systems in mind; however, 
these techniques may be extended for multi-terminal systems.
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Tiiese variables are saved at the end of the simulation if the option is taken.
At the beginning of a new simulation, these values are restored and used as
S t a r t i n g  c o n d i t i o n s .
Description
• The present time
• Rectifier Control
Error from PI controller
The time of the last thyristor firing
Ramp function used for sawtooth waveform
Actual firing angle
Gate pulse for thyristor
• Inverter Control
Actual extinction angle 
Error of the Proportional controller 
Firing angle at last time step 
Time used to check for firing time 
The time between thyristor firings
• State variables
• Rectifier & Inverter Thyristor States
• The last States of thea Converter thyristor states
• The time at which each thyristor last turned on
• The time at which each thyristor last turned off
• Commutation Voltages for converters





























A full set of loop equations is developed to describe the converter circuit 
assuming all thyristors are in a conducting state. The entire 12-pulse converter 
can be modeled using 10 loop equations. The final result will have the form ^
Vloop] — loop I jl]oop j
The relationship between the loop voltages and currents is defined by Zioop • Vloop 
and Iloop can be divided into sections, one for each 6-pulse bridge of the 







Zloop relates the Y-Y bridge voltages to the loop currents which are the links 
shown in Figure B.l. Zjoop relates loop voltages to the loop currents for the Y -A  
bridge. Zc is the coupling matrix relating the loop currents and voltages between 
the two bridges. The Zioop matrix is comprised of elements which can be defined 
in terms of the thyristor and transformer impedances.
A full Y-Y bridge is shown in Figure B.2 with the impedances labeled. The 
A bridge model is similar, but the links are chosen as in Figure B.l.
One example is given to demonstrate how the loop equations were 
developed. The remaining equations were defined in the same manner using 
different loops. The loop corresponding to the first equation is shown in Figure
B,3. The rest of the bridge circuit is not shown for the sake of clarity.
Writing the loop equation clockwise in terms of impedances, currents and 
voltage sources gives
e l  + ( I l i n k l  - I l i n k 3 ) Z l  + I i i n k i Z i r + ( I i i n k l  +  Ilink2 ~  I l inkS jZ ^
+  (Ilinkl +  Ilink2 ~  I|ink3 ~  Ilink4) Z ?  ~  e ^  =  0
Putting the voltages on the left side alone, and rearranging the other terms by 
link currents gives
-  ( z f + z?)i,iBt3- z r i „ , k4- Z j i i ial5
Putting this in matrix form
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Z n  = Z j  + Z ?  + Z j  + Z ^
Z l3  =  — ( z j  +  l j )  
Z l4  =  -  Z ?
ZlS = -  Z J
Repeating this process for the other nine loop equations gives the following
results. Only the non-zero elements are given, and the Z matrix is divided into 
the four quadrants defined earlier.
z £  =  z j  +  z j  +  Zj +  z j22  T  ijc T  U2 - T  u 3
. “ _ Z ? 




<7Y _  7 Y Z25 — — Z3
Zj3 =  Z j  +  Z j  +  ZJ +  ZJ
■ ' i l  -  7.1
7 y3^5 ZJ
Z j4 = Z 7b + Z j +  Z j +  Z j  
ZJr = - Z J
Z js  =  Z j  +  Z j  +  Zd
Zjoop is formed similarly, and the non-zero elements are given below.
-Zft'' =  Z f  +  Z f  
Z f2 = Z f  
Z f5 =  - Z f  
Z 2aI =  Z f  +  Z f  
Z22 == Zb +  Z a +  Z f
Zf3
rAl





Z f  + Z f
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zf4 = zf
rw A rm A. - • "35 ~
7 A   7 A
'A-41 “"""h
; Z 42 ^  Zb
Zf4 = Zf + Za +Zg 
;■ z4a5 = -zf 
Zf1 =Za +Zb 
Zf2 =Zf
Zf1 = -za - zf
Zf2 = -zf /
Zsa1 = Zf + Zf + ZCA
Zc, the coupling matrix between the Y and A bridges, contains the following 
non-zero elements.
Zs2 — 






Figure B.I Loop Diagram for a 12-Pulse Couyerter
Hnkl ^
Figure B.2 12-Pulse Converter Diagram with Impedances
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Figure B.3 Loop Diagram for First Loop Equation
Appendix C
The main program contains the initialization of system parameters, the 
initialization of operating conditions, the main loop subroutine calls, and the 
closing section. The main routine calls many other subroutines to do specific 
tasks. While the main routine contains all the stages of program flow, the other 
subroutines usually serve only one of the stages.
C.l The Physical Parameter Initialization Subroutines
There are four subroutines called at the end of the system parameter 
initialization. The subroutine parameters are obtained exclusively from the system 
parameters.
C .l.I Formation of the Converter Loop Equations
The subroutine "formRL" forms the full R and L matrices. The R and L 
matrices contain the coefficients of the loop equations which describe the 
converter. Both the R and L matrices are later reduced based on the states of the 
thyristors. A detailed derivation of the R and L matrices is given in Appendix B.
C.l.2 Creating Voltage and Current Transformations
The subroutine "formTx" forms transformation matrices which relate 
secondary AC voltages and currents to primary AC voltages and currents. The 
voltage transformation transforms the primary voltages such that the set of 
voltages used in the loop equations is returned. The current transformation 
relates the link currents to primary AC currents. The converter transforrnef
J  ' . ■■ ■
turns ratio is the only system parameter required.
C.1.3 Creating the Thyristor Voltage Transformation Matrix
The subroutine "formD" is used during the initialization of the system 
parameters. It forms a transformation matrix used to calculate the thyristor 
voltages. The transformation is based entirely upon the structure of the full 
converter circuit.
C.1.4 Creating the State Matrix for the AC Systems
The subroutine "formAfixed" is used to form part of the coefficient matrix 
for the state equations. There are 24 differential equations associated with each 
AC system. Since the physical properties are assumed to be constant throughout 
the simulation, the coefficients of these differential equations only need to be 
entered into the state matrix once for the entire simulation. This differs from the 
converter differential equations which change every time the converter topology 
changes.
, V - v  ■ .
C.2 Initialization of Operating Conditions
The subroutine "InitStates" initializes the state variables with the default 
values based on the physical parameters loaded during the first stage. Without a 
proper set of initial values, the simulation may have difficulty starting or may 
require a substantial time to reach steady state.
If the option to begin the simulation from the stored values of a previous 
run is chosen, the 'InitStates" routine will not be used. The initial operating
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conditions for the state variables recorded in the recovery file would be used ; 
instead.
C.3 Forming the Converter State Equations
This set of subroutines is used as part of the initialization and the 
reconstruction of the converter state equations. Therefore, they are executed only 
during the initialization process or during a change in the thyristor states of the 
converter.
C.3.1 Forming the Connection Klatrix
The subroutine "formCn" forms the matrix which relates the full set of 
converter loop equations to the reduced set. The Boolean logic is employed to ! 
determine which of the links will be used. This logic is based on the present 
states of the thyristors. Figure C.2 shows the tree and link diagram upon which 
the logic is developed. The boolean equations to establish the various link 
conditions are given as:
Iink1 = X 1X3 + X 1X2 '
Iink2 = X 2X3 
Iink3 =  X4X6 +  X4X5 
■ Iink4 = X 5X6
Hnk5 = X 1 + x 2 + x 3 
Iink6 = X 7X9 + X 7X8
Iink7 =  X8X9 ' v
Iink8 =  X10X12 +  X10X11
I ink9 ==X11X12
Iink10 = I
. ‘ '■ ' 90
where Xj denotes the state of the thyristor j. The order of the thyristors is shown 
in Figure C.3. '
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Tlae full-on circuit of a twelve pulse converter has; tea loop currents 
corresponding to the ten links in Figure- C.2. While inclusion of the entire set of 
links in the instantaneous network configuration is not a realistic condition, 
certain links are always included* For example, link IOv the delta transformer 
winding, is always on, as is link 5, the DC line. After determining which links 
will be used for the present topology, the connection matrix is built.
The reduced converter network connection matrix shows the relationship 
between the independent loop currents of the instantaneous converter topology 
and those of the completely connected network. Thus, generating the connection 
matrix begins by forming a 10 by 10 identity matrix. From here, the columns 
corresponding to those links not present in the reduced network are eliminated. 
Then it must be determined if any of the four branches containing a thyristor 
corresponds to a non-conducting thyristor. If this is the case, one of the other 
links must be made into a branch to replace this branch which is removed. When 
this substitution is completed, the connection matrix has been formed.
C.3.2 Reducing the Converter Loop Equations
Subroutine "ReduceRL" reduces the Rioop and L[oop matrices. In chapter 2 
it was shown mathematically how the connection matrix reduced the set of loop 
equations to only those which were necessary to describe the converter.
Zn =  C q Zl00p Cn
Reforming the equation for the time domain simulation gives:
Zn — Cn (Rloop “I" pLloop) Gn
Zn - C nRloopCn + pCn LloopCjl.
Therefore, the connection matrix is used to reduce the Rloop and the Lloop 
matrices by multiplying them as:
Rn -  Cn RCn
and
Ln - C n LCn.
The reduction is done immediately after the connection matrix has been formed.
C.3.3 Forming the Converter State Equations
Subroutine "formAvar" forms the part of the state equation coefficient 
matrix, A, which holds the state equations for the given converter. The A matrix 
is divided into three sections for the two terminal simulations. One section 
describes the AC system whose equations do not Change during the simulation; 
the second describes the rectifier; and the third describes the inverter. ^
This routine places the coefficients of both the rectifier and inverter state 
equations into the A matrix after the loop equations are reduced. The 
manipulation of the loop equations into state equation form occurs in the first 
part of "formAvar'. (See Equation 2.13)
C.4 Main Loop Subroutines
Most of the subroutines are located in the main loop. This is also the stage 
of the program which is executed most often. Since these subroutines are 
executed most frequently, their efficiency is crucial.
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C.4.1 Integrating the State Equations
The integration routine is used to integrate the state equations of the whole 
system. The numerical integration used for this Simulation is a fourth order 
Runge-Kutta method. This is an explicit method of integration which predicts 
the value of the variable for the next time step based on previous values. This 
method of integration was chosen so that the state equation coefficient matrix 
would not have to be inverted as would be necessary if using an implicit method.
The integration is the first subroutine executed because the loop currents 
and voltages are updated based on the integrated values of the state variables at 
the most recent time step.
C.4.2 Calculating the Input to the System
State equations are written in the form:
x =  Ax +  Bu
Called from within the integration procedure, "buildB" multiplies the input 
coefficient matrix, B, by the vector of system inputs, u. The B matrix is large as 
well as being sparse. It has a dimension of 57X3 for the two terminal case and is 
over 98% sparse. The input matrix, u, is comprised of the three-phase Thevenin 
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This product is used in the integration routine.
C.4.3 The Multiplication of the State Matrix
The state matrix multiplication routine exploits the sparsity of A. It is 
developed to be used exclusively to multiply the nXn state matrix, A, with an 
nXl matrix. The A matrix is formed by three parts in the case of the two 
terminal link. The multiplication is done in three steps because the A matrix is 
held in three separate arrays. This structuring was done so that one part of the 
A matrix could be changed without affecting the rest of the coefficients. It is the 
most efficient method computationally although it does not lend itself well to 
multiterminal simulations.
Since A is a very sparse matrix, only the non-zerd elements were stored in 
an array of records. The record has the following structure shown in Figure C.l.
The sequence of steps for the multiplication begins by clearing the 57X1 
resultant array. Next, the value of the coefficient in the record is multiplied by 
the "column of A" row in the 57X1 state variable matrix. This single product is 
added to the "row  of A" row of the resultant array . The multiplication is 
repeated for each of the segments of A: the fixed equation coefficients, the
inverter equation coefficients, and the rectifier equation coefficients.
mCAA Calculating the Thyristor Voltages
Subroutine "CalcVthy" calculates the voltages across the thyristors. Tbe 
subroutine can be divided into four sections* First, the open-circuit loop voltages 
of the loops with non-conducting thyristors, Vx, are calculated*- Next, the D 
matrix (the transformation between Vx and the thyristor voltages) is reduced 
based on the instantaneous topology. This is done by eliminating the columns 
corresponding to conducting thyristors and the rows corresponding to Vx’s for 
which the loop remains closed. Vx is equal to zero for this case. Then the 
reduced D matrix, Dn, is inverted. Finally, the non-conducting thyristor voltages 
are calculated based on the product of 1 and the open-circuit loops, Vx n. The 
thyristor voltages are updated after the loop currents and voltages have been 
updated.
C.4.5 Controlling the Converters
A PI controller compares the DC current of the rectifier with a reference 
value. The difference is the input error. The PI controller delivers an output 
error signal to the second part of the control scheme. The second part of the 
control scheme, which determines when the next thyristor should be fired, is 
influenced by the output from the PI controller.
For the inverter, a proportional controller is used to monitor the error 
between the actual extinction angle, ^act, and the desired extinction angle, ^ ea. 
The output error from the proportional controller is sent to the firing section. 
The inverter control uses a different firing scheme than the rectifier.
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C.4.6 Calculating the Statea of the Thyristors
Subroutine "CalcState" determines which thyristor states should be changed 
and tracks the time that each thyristor is turned on and off. the subroutine 
begins by calculating each thyristor current based on the loop currents. If the 
thyristor state is on and its predicted current becomes negative, then the thyristor 
state is turned off. A linear interpolation is performed to determine the time at 
which the thyristor turned off. This time is used to calculate factual f°r the 
inverter. '
If a thyristor is off, a different method is used to determine if it should be 
turned on. In the control schemes, a ring counter is maintained. The controllers 
determine when a thyristor should be turned on. If the ring counter element 
corresponding to a thyristor has a value of one, then the thyristor should be on. 
Therefore, if a thyristor is Off, but the ring counter value is one, then the thyristor 
state is changed to be on. The time at which the thyristor was turned on is then 
recorded.--..
C.5 Utility Subroutines
There are two subroutines that are used as utilities in some of the 
subroutines.
C.5.1 A Matrix Inversion
A Gauss-Jordan matrix inversion which employs pivoting is used. It was 
written by Dr. Hornbeck at Garnegie-Mellon in 1975(26]. It has been translated
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into C for this program. It is used in "formAvar" to compute Ln 1. It was also
used in CalcVthy to compute D-i
C.5.2 TheVoltage Filter
This is a second-order digital filter taken from the original program written 
by Ali Hamzei-Nejad[l2]. The purpose of the filter is to remove as much ripple as 
possible from the commutation voltages. The inverter control scheme watches for 
zero-crossings of the commutation voltage. Multiple zero-crossings due to ripples 
in the commutation voltage may cause problems in the control scheme. 
Therefore, the voltages are filtered so the ripples are eliminated.
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AC bus
Figure C.2 12-Pulse Converter in State Order
